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Android auto not working subaru

· Discussion Starter • #1 • November 9, 2019 It's amazing, since my salesman specifically mentioned it as being ready to go, with my phone (I probably should have paired it while I was there, but it was pretty late...). Does anyone else have this job, and if so, what have you done to get it un-greyed-out? Thank. · It's amazing how my sales
person specifically mentioned it as ready to go, with my phone (I probably should have paired it while I was there, but it got pretty late...). Does anyone else have this job, and if so, what have you done to get it un-greyed-out? Thank. He's ready for it. The only thing AA needs is an app that will be installed on your phone (if you're not on
Android 10 in this case, it's built into the OS) and a suitable USB cable. Note I did not say well. Figuring out which cables work best is the hard part. The best Anker cable I could find on Amazon would cause problems, but the cheap cable from the gas station works perfectly. Check the various cables and ports and restart your phone to
see if it's working. · What phone do you have? Sent from my SM-N915T using Tapatalk · To make it work, you'll also need to pair your phone with HUs Bluetooth. When the AA is loaded on your phone, connect the USB cable. · Discussion starts • #5 • November 9, 2019 Ready to talk. The only thing AA needs is an app that will be installed
on your phone (if you're not on Android 10 in this case, it's built into the OS) and a suitable USB cable. Note I did not say well. Figuring out which cables work best is the hard part. The best Anker cable I could find on Amazon would cause problems, but the cheap cable from the gas station works perfectly. Check the various cables and
ports and restart your phone to see if it's working. Android Auto (mostly) via Bluetooth (I've never heard mention of using a USB cable, to date, but I think it's possible...). I have an OP7 Pro and it's at 10, for ordering here. I also wrote/debugged a lot of audio code, I worked on a Samsung audio agent for about a year as an architect to
recruit its subsystems, and managed (Dev-Manager) by the relevant development team, and coordinated testing/release as well (I wore a tech-PM and Dev Manager hat during that year, and worked 80+ hours almost all the time, so I only didn't do it much longer... It's only for context, I've done h/w and s/w engineering for most of my life,
the last 35-40 years, depending on how much of my HS-game development you count there. So I know my way around a protocol or ten, and almost any type of standard code, in that area. I'll go try again, I guess. I plugged in, disconnected, started/stopped/flushed cache on the AA app, restarted the machine several times, deleted and
added my phone again, etc. weird stuff, wondering if Subaru has a version error for Android-10 (it won't surprise me that much, I just did several applications that have had this problem like nonprofit volunteer work)· Discussion Discussion • #6 • November 9, 2019 (edited) Ready for Life. The only thing AA needs is an app that will be
installed on your phone (if you're not on Android 10 in this case, it's built into the OS) and a suitable USB cable. Note I did not say well. Figuring out which cables work best is the hard part. The best Anker cable I could find on Amazon would cause problems, but the cheap cable from the gas station works perfectly. Check the various
cables and ports and restart your phone to see if it's working. It's ready to go. The only thing AA needs is an app that will be installed on your phone (if you're not on Android 10 in this case, it's built into the OS) and a suitable USB cable. Note I did not say well. Figuring out which cables work best is the hard part. The best Anker cable I
could find on Amazon would cause problems, but the cheap cable from the gas station works perfectly. Check the various cables and ports and restart your phone to see if it's working. Interestingly, I've never heard of anyone using this via USB, but I believe it should work, usually via Bluetooth: I just looked at Google's specifications, for
AA, and they call Bluetooth as the primary protocol, and USB as a backup (actually, like more debugging mechanism, that's how I read it, in the specification). Is it a well-known fact that Subaru failed to follow the specification here? I really hope it's not, because some types of protocols via USB are on the decline, to a certain extent, audio
USB-C is a good example, it's got very iffy, in terms of key compatibility... · Interestingly, I've never heard of anyone using this via USB, but I think it should work, it's usually via Bluetooth There's actually a lot of chatter here about how quirky USB connections fall AA all the time (keep in mind, recently there have been some improvements).
As far as I know (miniscule versus you seems) all the features of Android Auto with most phones and most HU require a USB cable. It's only as of the end that several car companies are playing with wireless AA. So if your phone was connected via Bluetooth to HU and you'll be able to make and receive calls in addition to playing music
from your phone, but you won't use maps or streaming services until you plug in that cable. But don't give my word for it, I've only been able to build an OTA PVR from a PC, run a media player with my Raspberry Pi and then patch audio into my FM Transmitter to broadcast my 100gb music collection around my house and yard. ·
Interestingly, I've never heard of anyone using this via USB, but I believe it should work, usually via Bluetooth: I just looked at google dev-spec specs, for AA, and they call Bluetooth as the primary protocol, and USB as a backup like more debugging mechanism, this is how I read it, in the specification). Is it a well-known fact that Subaru
failed Here? I really hope it's not, because some types of protocols via USB are on the decline, to a certain extent, audio USB-C is a good example, it's got very iffy, in terms of key compatibility... AA certainly needs USB to mirror the screen. Bluetooth connections for phone calls and audio multiple times. Wireless AA is not yet supported
on many car head divisions, and even if it does, it is working on Wi-Fi. Bluetooth does not have enough bandwidth to mirror the screen. Follow the link (highlighted): Turn on the car before you connect your phone for the first time. Make sure your car is in the park (P) and that you have time to set up Android Auto. Unlock your phone
screen. Connect your phone and car via Bluetooth. Your phone can find out a request to download or update certain apps, such as Google Maps. See your Android Auto security info and permissions to access your apps. Turn on notifications for Android Auto. For a better experience, we recommend accepting all requests. The phone's
Bluetooth will be turned on automatically when Android Auto is connected to the car via USB. · Start of discussion • #9 • November 9, 2019, AA definitely needs USB to mirror the screen. Bluetooth connections for phone calls and audio multiple times. Wireless AA is not yet supported on many car head divisions, and even if it does, it is
working on Wi-Fi. Bluetooth does not have enough bandwidth to mirror the screen. From your link (highlighted): Bluetooth pushes 0.5Gig these days, I don't get why it won't be enough for most of this? Certainly not screen mirroring, but for the most part, everything else. Lifewire does a better job (spec does a great job, but it's pretty hard
reading) description AA-wireless: It's bummer though, I have a Qi coil in my OP phone, behind the case, I almost never delete it unless I need to sew a ROM or something along those lines. Not to mention, I kind of doubt that it will work on my phone, via USB, OP has definitely cheapened on a USB chipset; he does basic things, but not
much else ... Maybe I'll be lucky and Subaru will update things, for specification, and it will start working on BT, who knows. It's frustrating though, I have a few friends with head units that use its wireless (mostly after-sell stuff) @Wilbour's comment. I installed some one off aftermarket, streaming compatible stuff too, with external HDs, and
their own LTE key via USB3 bus is basically built that Subaru has on the current main unit, so I can appreciate this kind of thing, but I don't plan to break my 2020, at least not in the near future... · Bluetooth pushes 0.5Gig these days, I don't get why it won't be enough for most of that? Certainly not screen mirroring, but for the most part,
everything else. Lifewire does a better job does a great job, but it's pretty hard reading) AA-wireless description: It's bummer though, I have a Qi coil in my OP phone, behind the case, I almost never delete delete if I do not need to flash a ROM or something along these lines. Not to mention, I kind of doubt that it will work on my phone, via
USB, OP has definitely cheapened on a USB chipset; he does basic things, but not much else ... Maybe I'll be lucky and Subaru will update things, for specification, and it will start working on BT, who knows. It's frustrating though, I have a few friends with head units that use its wireless (mostly after-sell stuff) @Wilbour's comment. I
installed some one off aftermarket, streaming compatible stuff too, with external HDs, and their own LTE key via USB3 bus is basically built that Subaru has on the current main unit, so I can appreciate this kind of thing, but I don't plan to tear up my 2020 at least not for the foreseeable future... The room was quite big and comfortable. You
do not need to use AA for phone calls, read messages, etc. as they can be used via Bluetooth for 10-15 years. · Starting a discussion • #11 • November 9, 2019 is not sure what you're trying to say, but you can do anything (except screen mirroring) with Bluetooth already. You do not need to use AA for phone calls, read messages, etc. as
they can be used via Bluetooth for 10-15 years. Of course, but I can't do things like stream app-direct, say, with NPR-One, for example. I can stream it to my phone, but I have to either customize the playlist or something to prevent having to look down on my phone to change things. The whole beating functional part of AA is in it app-
integration, IMO. I think there's an entire mirror bit, but I don't quite get this part, I like really high PPI screens (I've only had one phone &lt;4k in the last 10 years or so and I've done quite a bit of graphics driver work, so I always have high resolution displays, or almost always...), so I don't quite get the appeal out there. · @pgrey - Oh, you
have an OP7... You are not alone in having connection problems. Here's a stream of Android Auto Help Forum confirming others having similar problems: OnePlus 7 Pro Connectivity Problems · Of course, but I can't do things like stream app-direct, say, with NPR-One, for example. I can stream it to my phone, but I have to either
customize the playlist or something to prevent having to look down on my phone to change things. The whole beating functional part of AA is in it app-integration, IMO. I think there's an entire mirror bit, but I don't quite get this part, I like really high PPI screens (I've only had one phone &lt;4k in the last 10 years or so and I've done quite a
bit of graphics driver work, so I always have high resolution displays, or almost always...), so I don't get attractiveness there. Hmm. I know with Google playing music, I can view my music library via Bluetooth. It's a bit slow, understandable, but it allows you to browse albums/artists etc I haven't used this much since I always have my
phone connected via USB. · Maybe I'll be lucky and Subaru will stuff, for specification, and it will start working, over BT, who knows. Current wireless versions of AndroidAuto as well as CarPlay require Wi-Fi for the required bandwidth thanks to the methods they use to mirror the screen. This is not something subaru can update and
support for the current version will probably also require other hardware. Very few vehicles support wireless AA and CP. · Current wireless versions of AndroidAuto as well as CarPlay require Wi-Fi for the required bandwidth thanks to the methods they use to mirror the screen. This is not something subaru can update and support for the
current version will probably also require other hardware. Very few vehicles support wireless AA and CP. We can't be sure that HW is incompatible. I mean, they offer wireless charging for some reason. Again, they can't seem to get firmware updates over Wi-Fi for units that don't run NAV, so maybe it's programming cities too far. · My only
wish is that they thought ahead and made sure the hardware is in place for the upcoming wireless Android automatic. Things like Wi-Fi already exist in the car to use the hotspot, which can also be used to connect to your phone. · We can't be sure that HW is incompatible. That's why I used the word most likely in a sentence. I personally
doubt it's compatible with wireless AA/CP in its present form, but definitely it would be nice if it was just a firmware update if and when they want to introduce this feature. · Start of discussion • #18 • November 10, 2019 Current wireless versions of AndroidAuto, as well as CarPlay require Wi-Fi for the required bandwidth thanks to the
methods they use to mirror the screen. This is not something subaru can update and support for the current version will probably also require other hardware. Very few vehicles support wireless AA and CP. true, although it has a two-radio WiFi chipset built in, already, right? The way it's set up, in terms of the rest of the head-block, is
anyone's guess, I think... Here's that side of the implementation: I still don't understand why 2Mbps (if it has a 5.0 chipset) isn't enough for all the functionality of the apps, which is basically what the Google specification says? Even if you're pushing a bunch of streaming music, along with app data, you'll never come close, to 500 probably
not even 10-15... Definitely not enough to mirror the screen unless it's scaled or looks like it's actually probably good for it anyway, does anyone know what the resolution is, on the screen? Looking at all this, I wonder, really, if it's ever going to gel-up into something more specific. Right now, it's kind of mish-mash possible
implementations/protocols and I could Why do most app-dev-dev companies shy away from it, you kind of have to write to the lowest common denominator, which is BT 4.x. Like this property, but you're not sure yet? Sure? use the voice interface to view NRP-One as an example of smart use case. As a tech-PM and (mostly) former OS-
Dev, you spend a lot of time creating them, which I have no doubt Google did, but it's not super-clear what use cases are meant to be a protocol, I'm sure I don't find that information, anywhere ... · Discussion Starter • #19 • November 11, 2019 I came out today, and tried again, about 27 differently, to try to get AndroidAuto to connect, to
my phone. It's all connected, via Bluetooth, otherwise, but I can't get an app, on the main unit to recognize/connect to my phone, either side, I strongly suspect that Subaru failed to complete bluetooth communication here... The main reason (except that my USB port is mostly unavailable , because of my Qi-coil) that I want to use Bluetooth
here instead of USB, is that AA Bluetooth is much more likely to behave in a standardized way, whereas part of USB is more likely to depend on the chipset. It's long since happened, with some USB designs, if you're cheap, as did OnePlus, on a USB chipset, some things just never work right, like audio-over-USB-C, as an example (it's a
very hit miss on the OP7 series). Bluetooth, on the other hand, is largely driven by a Qualcomm chipset that just works, with just anything out there because it's standard, for the most part. @Jim_in_PA , @chvvkumar , @stfsubaru (or anyone else) Any other ideas will be very grateful, thank you! · I came out today, and tried again, about 27
differently to try to get AndroidAuto to connect, to my phone. It's all connected, via Bluetooth, otherwise, but I can't get an app, on the main unit to recognize/connect to my phone, either side, I strongly suspect that Subaru failed to complete bluetooth communication here... The main reason (except that my USB port is mostly unavailable ,
because of my Qi-coil) that I want to use Bluetooth here instead of USB, is that AA Bluetooth is much more likely to behave in a standardized way, whereas part of USB is more likely to depend on the chipset. It's long since happened, with some USB designs, if you're cheap, as did OnePlus, on a USB chipset, some things just never work
right, like audio-over-USB-C, as an example (it's a very hit miss on the OP7 series). Bluetooth, on the other hand, is largely driven by a Qualcomm chipset that just works, with just anything out there because it's standard, for the most part. @Jim_in_PA , @chvvkumar , @stfsubaru (or anyone else) Any other ideas will be very grateful,
thank you! Hmm... some steps to try: 1. Remove android automatic app from phone 2. Get your phone and car away. 3. Go to your phone's Bluetooth settings and remove the Bluetooth connection of the car 4. Similarly, remove your phone from the bluetooth car connection list At this point you are clean Now: 1. Connect your phone via
USB 2. 2. automatically starts on your phone and 3 cars. On your phone you will be guided by the setup process to finish setting up You don't need to pair your phone via Bluetooth as the car android automatically does it for you when you've set it up. Up.
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